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XXTrees & lake – work in progress.

Island reclaimed.xxxxxxxx 
X  x  x  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx   x 

A  long  island  parallel  to  theXX 
lakeside was constructed someXX 
years  ago  at  the  southernXX 
(West  Dulwich)  end  of  theXX 
Lakeside  Walk   by  Friends'XX 
Chair Dr. Martin Heath. It wasXX 
intended that this island wouldXX 
host reeds and other marginalXX 
plants.  Southwark  and  theXX 
contractor  brought  in  toXX 
dredge the lake were helpful,XX 
but Southwark support did notXX 
continue.  Disputes  grumbledXX 
on  between  the  Council  andXX 
the Friends before we arrivedXX 
at  the  present  constructiveXX 
partnership.  Meanwhile,  theXX 
island was being colonised byXX 
alders  (Alnus  glutinosa)  andXX 
the  area  was  taking  onXX 
something  of  the  appearanceXX 
of an alder carr, that is a wetXX 
alderXXwoodland.  This  was  aXX 
natural   development,  and  itXX 
produced an environment thatXX 
was not unpleasant. However,XX 
it  was  uncertain  that  theXX 
island,  although sturdy,  couldXX 
physically support half a dozenXX 
rapdily  growing  alders.XTheseXX 
trees  were  thereforeXfelled,XX 
with the intention of plantingXX 
marginal plants.XXXX 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

XXThe upper photograph was taken on July 17, 2011 and the lower photograph on July 28, 2011.XX 
XXThe trunks and branches of the alders from the island were used to construct a dead hedge alongXX 
XXthe bank to cosmetically hide the chestnut paling fence (put in to prevent people falling down thisXX 
XXsteep part of the bank), which would otherwise have been exposed. Workers organised by New LeafXX 
XXhave provided indispensable help with the hedge (which may be interlaced with neatly-trimmedXX 
XXliving brambles). The brambles have been removed by New Leaf from other areas of the site, whereXX 
XXthey would encroach upon other wild flowers. X x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x xxxxxxxxxxxxx x x x x x x 

x 



XXWork planned for the eastern side of the lake.

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxx x x 
XX1. Remove a small alder growing out of island. 2. Remove this small weeping willow, whichXis beingXX 
XXcrowded out by other trees. This will allow in light for marginal plants and restoreXa view acrossXX 
XXthe widest part of the lake. 3. Retrieve this life-saver ring which has beenXfloating in the lake forXX 
XXsome time.  4.  Cut  back  branches  of  this  larger  weeping  willowXwhich  are  intruding  upon  andXX 
XXsmothering the adjacent island. 

  This  minor  work  has  been  discussed  over  an  extended  period.  We  do  not  expect  it  to  beXX 
XXcontroversial,  but  if  do you have concerns,  and wish to have them taken into account, pleaseXX 
XXtelephone the Friends on the following number: 020 670 8924, as soon as possible.

XXPurple loosestrife on the western lakeside. X xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxX x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

XXPurple  loosestrife  (Lythrum  salicaria)  is  an  extremely 
XXattractive  native  plant,  often  encountered  on  lakesides, 
XXriver banks and in marshes and fens.  It flowers from June 
XXuntil  the end of  the summer.   A  small  patch has  survived 
XXfor many years on a marginal area created on the west bank 
XXof the lake, and this is thriving now that shading trees have 
XXbeen cut back. The Friends hope to plant larger patches at 
XXappropriate locations around the lake.   
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XXPlanning  lake  work.  xxxxxX x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx     XX 
XXJuly  18,  2011:  A  brief,  but  very 
XXconstructive  meeting  took  place  at 
XXthe  recreation  rooms  in  Belair  Park. 
XXIt addressed the questions of how to 
XXdispose  of  leaf  detritus  presently 
XXclogging  the  lake  beside  the  bridge 
XXand of the elusive long-term solution 
XXto the problem. 

XXPresent  were  Nils  Battye,  Southwark's  Greener  Cleaner  Safer  project  officer,  Paul  HighmanXX 
XX(Contracts and Services Manager, Dulwich Area), Martin Heath (Chair, Friends of Belair Park), alsoXX 
XXAngela Wilkes and Sigrid Collins from the Dulwich Society.

XXNils Battye had recognised our objections to retaining leaf detritus within the lake, behind NicospanXX 
XXtextile, and had been looking at alternatives. The original cost of the work had been estimated byXX 
XXcontractor  Willow Bank as £13,000, which, the Friends had noted, was at least a realistic figureXX 
XXwithin the available budget (£20,000).  After Nicospan had been eliminated as an option, Nils BattyeXX 
XXreturned to  Willow Bank,  and the question of  environment agency guidelines  was  discussed.  AXX 
XXtightening of guidelines had been intended to prevent the irresponsible disposal of material dredgedXX 
XXfrom lakes. In general terms, this appeared to limit the distance at which the material might beXX 
XXremoved from the lake to the length of an excavator arm. Willow Bank has a machine with a 21 mXX 
XXarm, but that would still impose an unwelcome, if not impractical restriction. Taking into accountXX 
XXexemptions  for  park  environments  and  the  intention of  the  guidelines,  however,  it  should  beXX 
XXpossible to dispose of the material at a  greater distance from the lake. 

XXWith regard to the leaf detritus problem, Willow Bank had emphasised the extent of tree canopiesXX 
XXaround the lake. Nils Battye noted that the lakeside boasted some “fantastic trees,” which, asXX 
XXagreed by Paul Highman, should not be targetted for anything but health and safety work. SmallerXX 
XXtrees,  however,  could  be thinned out.  Wire netting  could  be run along  lengths  of  railings  andXX 
XXchestnut paling beside the lake to reduce the numbers of fallen leaves being blown in. 

XXWillow Bank had questioned whether the planting of reed beds, which we have been discussing,XX 
XXwould be the bestXway to spend money to help water quality. Angela Wilkes argued that reed bedsXX 
XXmust, in fact, have a positive role in processing  water, hence their use in situations where greyXX 
XXwater is to be re-cycled, and bird droppings need to be digested. Martin Heath stressed that thereXX 
XXwas another objective to be served by planting reed beds, namely boosting biodiversity, and thatXX 
XXreed beds planted for that purpose need not be sited near the bridge.  

XXMartin Heath stressed that  there were two problems,  and it  might  be useful  to consider themXX 
XXseparately.  The  first  involved  identifying  a  location  within  the  Park  where  material  fromXX 
XXforthcoming lake work could be deposited. That problem might be resolved at the present meeting.XX 
XXThe second, that of devising a means to prevent clogging from recurring, was a long-term issue,XX 
XXwhose solution would require more thought.   



Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
As a location to dispose of leaf detritus,XX 
Martin Heath envisaged a broad mound atXX 
the  corner  of  the  railway  embankmentXX 
and  sports  grounds  (NE  corner  of  theXX 
Park).  Paul Highman warned that such aXX 
mound  might  encourage  problems  withXX 
bikers,  so  a  long,  low  ridge  might  beXX 
better.  Also,  the  idea  advanced  by  BenXX 
Dewhurst of the Trust for Urban EcologyXX 
at  our  public  consultation  meeting  onXX 
February 28, 2011, that  leaf  detritus  beXX 
allowed  to  break  down  within  willowXX 
compounds  should  be  considered.  ThisXX 
idea had been popular. As the discussionXX 
developed,  Paul  Highman suggested thatXX 
leaf detritus could be broken down withinXX 
a new copse environment to be planted onXX 
the  rear  field,  beside  the  railwayXX 
embankment. It would blend in with theXX 
present  wild  aspect.  There  could  beXX 
lectern-styleXinterpretation  boards  toXX 
explain the purpose of the feature. 

Nils Battye noted that a location must beXX 
found  to  pile  detritus  so  that  it  (andXX 
contained invertebrates) could drain backXX 
into  the lake  before  being  moved to  itsXX 
final  location.  Whilst  draining,  it  wouldXX 
need  to  be  enclosed  by  Heras  fencing.XX 
Paul  Highman  thought  that  the  drainingXX 
process might take 5 to 6 weeks.

Nils Battye thought that some funds couldXX 
be held back after dredging, but would beXX 
insufficient, by themselves, to tackle theXX 
longstanding clogging problem. 

   X XAnyone wanting to support New Leaf should contact Vinnie on info@new-leaf.org.uk. 

XXThe Committee, Friends of Belair Park.   xfriendsbelairpark(at)hotmail.co.uk      Tel: 020 8670 8924X

XXBelow: View towards the railway embankment. July 22, 2011.                                Images: M. J. Heath. X x x x x x x x 
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